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� 1920 Wilder Penfield– Memory stored as engrams in 
brain 

� 1960 Karl Pribram – memory stored as wave 
interference pattern, as in a hologram 
¡  Couple with David Bohm’s view of the universe as a 

giant hologram 
� Stuart Hammeroff/Roger Penrose – quantum brain 

theory – “quibit” as building block 
¡ Hammeroff:  Tubulin (hexagonal protein) in 

microtubules of cytoskeleton of cells carry 
information and contain coherent light (biophotons) 
as the mechanism 

¡  Proto consciousness (universal consciousness) 
collapses into our individual consciousness in the 
brain at 40 collapses per second, corresponding to 
the 40 Hz brainwave frequency 



� William Tiller – human intention results in subtle 
energies that affect geiger counter and pH 
measurements; built Intention Imprinted Electrical 
Device to emit weak EMF and had students imprint 
intention which was measured by pH and enzymatic 
reactions 

•  Masaru Emoto- Hado effect- human consciousness 
affects vibrational pattern of water 

•  Maharishi Mahesh Yogi – Transcendental meditation – 
affects crime rate and healing 

•  Healing by the placebo effect –patients cured by his 
own suggestion 



•  Collective consciousness – Robert Jahn - Princeton 
Anomalies Research Institute (PEAR)- Random Noise 
Generator creates random numbers; conducted PK 
experiments to influence RNG – proved conclusively 
effect on RNG.  Set up RNG at 30 sites around world – 
showed significant RNG effect on shocking global 
events:  Princes Diana’s funeral, OJ Simpson verdict, 
911 attack 

•  Russell Targ/Harold Puthoff Remote Viewing 
experiments 

•  Morphic fields – 1952 – Hundredth monkey experiment 
on island of Koshima off Japan – monkeys learning to 
wash dirt off potato.  After 100th monkey learn trick, 
monkeys on other islands suddenly knew how to do it 



�  Invisible field of energy at zero degrees Kelvin 
¡  1 Cup of energy enough to boil all oceans of world 

(Richard Feynman) 
�  Sonoluminescence  

¡ Glass sphere with water resonated with sound, 
introduce air bubble in center, results in implosion 
and emission of light a trillion fold increase of 
energy above energy put into the system 

� Harvesting the energy 
¡  Tom Bearden  

¢ Motionless Electromagnetic Generator-uses 
charged dipole consisting of 2 charged plates  

¢ Discover super-luminal longitudinal 
electromagnetic energy (scalar wave); Russians 
call it torsion wave 

 



¡  Robert Patterson 
¢ Vortex technology to push/pull car (RAM 

implosion wing) 
¢ Dampened Oscillatory Gravitic Unit (DOGU) – 

Electronic version of RAM implosion wing) 
¡ Hutchison Effect 

¢ Use radio wave interference of low energy, 
high voltage 
�  Fusion of dissimilar metals 
�  Levitation of heavy metals 
�  Self-charging battery 



  

� We live in a sea of energy sea:  Zero Point Energy 
Field (others call it Aether, Akashic Field, Source 
Field, The Field) 

� Michaelson-Morley 
¡  Showed “no aether” – speed of light experiment 
¡  Nature article – showed aether existence – better 

measuring system than used by Michaelson-
Morley: Nature, vol 322, p. 590 (1986) by US Air 
Force 

� Fundamental questions 
¡  Particles/photons  go in/out of existence –how/

why? 
¡ Why electrons are in discrete shells? 
¡  Electrons radiate energy, but never collapse into 

nucleus – where is the energy coming from? 
¡ What is gravity? 



� “According to the theory of relativity, space 
without ether is unthinkable; for in such 
space, not only would there be no 
propagation of light, but also no space-time 
intervals in the physical sense.” 



� Dr. Harold Apsden 
¡  From dead stop, took 300 joules energy to bring 

a 800 g rotor to bring to a cruise speed of 3,250 
rpm 

¡  Bring rotor to a stop, then start it again within 60 
sec, it takes only 30 joules to achieve cruising 
speed 

¡  Implication:  Even though rotor has stopped, 
there is still swirling energy (aether) around 
rotor that is still present 



� Premise:   
¡ Matter  -  created moment by moment as a 

standing wave – a vortex in the vacuum 
¡  Condensed center of vortex creates illusion of a 

particle 

� The Theorists   
¡ Milo Wolff – Wave Structure of Matter (WSM), 

1986 
� Matter is focal point of a standing wave 

formed by the interference of 2 spherical 
waves formed by inward bound wave toward 
center and outward bound wave from the 
center 



¡ Paul La Violette – Sub-Quantum Kinetics 
¢ Big Bang Singularity Theory wrong 

� Matter/universe formed in 10     seconds so 
Einstein’s relativity laws and 
thermodynamics dispensed with initially – 
not right 

¢ Creation is continuous:   
� Matter  & energy formed continuously from 

hyperdimensional aether 

¢ Aether realm spawns waves:  
� Wave is light in our realm;  
�  Light in form of standing wave is matter 

continuously replenished by the aether 

-23 



� Aether spawns waves from 2 aether states 
that can mutate from 1 state to the other – 
self-organizing and forming stable wave 
patterns 
¡  Some chemical reactions do this 
¡  Predator-prey model – rabbit/fox population self-

regulating 
¡  Aether spawns wave patterns we call light in our 

realm (electromagnetic energy) 



¡ David Thompson/Jim Bourassa:  Quantum 
Aether Dynamic Institute - Vortexes in the 
Aether  

 
¢ Matter is whirlpool (vortex) of aether:  Vortex 

called Toroidal Aether Unit (TAU) 

¢ When combined in spherical form, creates 
nucleus and electron shells 

¢   Gforce (God Force) maintains  the eternal spin 
of aether vortexes – tremendous force that 
drives the universe 



� Dr Hans Jenny 
¡  Science of vibrations and geometry 
¡  Vibrations form all platonic solids 
¡  Buckminster Fuller earlier showed link between 

the Diatonic Scale and geometric forms using 
balloon with dye 

¡  Lines formed based on wave interference from 
the center with reflected waves from the surface 

¡  Sacred geometry is all about forms created by 
vibrations 

Star tetrahedron 
formed by vibration 
of a colloid by sound 



� No particles, only waves. Perfect stillness 
and infinite movement at the same time.  
Rationale:  Cascade of Golden Mean waves 
creates infinite series of higher harmonics.  
When all waves added up, using Fourier 
principle, it creates a perfectly flat wave of 
zero Hertz.   

¢ Eg. Glass of water – vibrate and see wave 
fronts; vibrate infinitely, water has smooth 
surface, so at rest and is shaking violently, at 
the same time 

¢ Waves that create matter, move into the 
nucleus at ever increasing speed, going into 
the center – the zero point – from where they 
came 



¡  Aether – frictionless medium that permeates 
everything; eddies or vortexes in aether form 
matter 
¢ Charles Leadbeater & Anne Bessant – 2 

Clarivoyants, 1895, described the atom  

The Anu – torus as basic 
building block of matter 
made from the aether 



Single aether vortex Double Vortex = Torus 

3 Nesting torus 
forms a cube 
(face of vortex  
cone forms face of cube); 
For atom – center of torus – 
highest gravity, is nucleus, 
vortex cones are the electrons 



¡  1 vortex pair (1 torus) corresponds with the 2 electrons of 
the s shell. 

¡  3 nested vortex pairs in a cube correspond with the 6 
electrons of the p shell. 

¡  5 nested vortex pairs in a decahedron correspond with the 10 
electrons of the d shell 

¡  7 nested vortex pairs in an cubeoctahedron correspond with 
the 14 electrons of the f shell 

Nested Platonic Solids – All platonic  
Solids can be nested in each other 
 
Nesting is what creates the electron  
Shells.  Electron shells formed by the 
votexes.  Sphere that describes  orbital 
plane of electrons called electron shell. 
 
Connect centers of cube- form  
Octahedron 
 Vector Equilibrium 



Phi spirals in  
nested doughnuts 

Phi spiral on the 
doughnut’s surface 

Each Phi Spiral is a series of sine waves: 

Golden Mean Wave of Torus Shape 
(sine waves spirals into perfect zero “still point” 
      -increasing smaller wavelengths and frequency, becoming   
        superluminal waves – this is what gravity is  
      -platonic solids:  all waves rush into center of the atom,  
       creating repetitive fractal patterns that shape electron    
       shells and nucleus of torus like a miniature black hole 



¡  Wilcock and Winter:  Aether energy: Pure consciousness 
energy and since it takes up the shape of the universe, the 
universe itself is a living intelligent conscious being; no 
dualism in physical and mental realm – they are one and the 
same 

¡  Torsion Waves:  spiraling impulses traveling through the 
aether at billion times the speed of light.  Caused by many 
types of events –e.g., movement of physical objects, 
conscious thought, etc. 

¡  David Bohm – Quantum Physicist:  Universe is holographic.  
Undivided wholeness in everything.  Can’t think about 
individual particles – like little whirlpools in a river – can’t 
tell where whirlpool ends and river begins.  Consciousness 
in all animate matter and inanimate matter – energy, space, 
time, consciousness are not separate things 

¡  Amit Goswami:  Consciousness is primordial and shapes the 
physical. 



� Daniel Winters:  Aether waves organize 
themselves around torus to become fractal 
or recursive.  They turn around the torus to 
meet themselves – becoming self-
referential. They create gravity and self 
reference or self awareness in the process 

¢ Golden waves in fractal geometric patterns 
attracted to the zero point- focal point of the 
atom.  Zero point is fractal attractor, drawing 
into it all the electromagnetic waves of the 
cascading Golden Mean waves (like a 
miniature black hole) – creates not only 
gravity but also self-awareness.  Thus, all 
material things also have self-awareness 



¢ Universe is one conscious being - stars, 
planets, atoms all are self-aware 

¢ Brain is an antenna tuned to receive 
individual consciousness from the universal 
consciousness 

¢ “God is light” :  Conscious light creates the 
material world.  Universal consciousness 
(God) is the ultimate zero point in the aether 
– the alpha and omega of creation – that 
focuses the waves into the zero point and 
keeps it spinning.  It is the Gforce in Aether 
Dynamics. 



� Remote viewing – See views of past and future 

� Out-of-Body Experiences – Reported time 
flows differently 

� Near-Death Experiences – Reported time flows 
differently 



� National Airlines 727 Story (1974) 
¡  Plane flying into Miami airport from northeast 

¢ Air Control Center sees blip of plane disappear 
�  Alarms sounded, emergency crews activated, 

Coast guard called 
�  Precisely 10 minutes later, blip reappears in 

exact same spot where it disappeared 
�  727 Pilot continues talking as if nothing had 

happened; on plane, nothing unusual had 
happened 

�  For crew and passengers, all watches were 10 
minutes behind 



� Prof. Simon Shnoll – U of Moscow 
¡  40 Years study of physical, chemical, biological 

processes (simplest expt- radioactive decay) 
¡  Processes  are not smooth, rates speed up then slow 

down in peaks and valleys 
¡  Every process studied behaved in this manner 
¡  Oscillations measured at the same time anywhere on the 

globe behave the same way 
¡  Means every atom and molecule goes through the same 

hiccups at the same time 
¡  Oscillations have repeating patterns at intervals of 24 hr, 

27.28 days, 1 year 
¡  Prof Shnoll believes it is due to “a global change of 

space-time structure” 
¡  Means time is speeding up and slowing down at the 

quantum level – the same way and same time 
throughout the world 



� Dr. Vladimir Ginzburg – reverse (invert) 
relativity equation:  laws of physics not 
violated, except mass decreases as you 
approach speed of light 
¡  An object sheds energy back into the aether as it 

lose gravitational mass, inertial mass and electric 
charge as it approaches the speed of light 

� Gravity and inertia have identical effects on 
matter -Einstein‘s “Principle of Equivalence ” 
¡  Gravity and inertia - two forms of the same energy 

at equal strength - one moving downward (gravity) 
and one providing resistance as we move through 
space (inertia.) 



� Accelerating object- like a sponge submerged in 
water (aether) - accelerating pressure compresses 
the atoms and molecules, causing more of its 
“aether” to be released. 

� As its gravitational mass and electrical charge 
decreases according to the new relativistic 
equations, a part of its matter will be converted 
into a field. 

� As particle‘s velocity becomes equal to the ultimate 
spiral field velocity “C ”, its gravitational mass and 
electric charge become equal to zero 
¡  At this point, matter will be completely 

converted into a “pure ” field. 
¡ Object disappears from our physical reality 



� Evidence -different vibratory levels of aether 
¡  As object is accelerated towards the speed of light, 

(linear motion, internal vibration or related 
energetic action) the missing energy and mass is 
simply displaced into a higher vibratory level of 
aether. (basis of time/space – next section) 

¡  Motion inside atom is close to speed of light 
 



� Slam buckeyball (60 carbon structure) into a 
wall with tiny slits –jolts buckeyballs to 
higher speed, push into time-space, and 
becomes a wave & pops through slit 

� Kozyrev – smash lead plate with ball bearings 
results in loss of weight that returns in a 
quantized manner over time 

� Dr. Bruce DePalma Spinning Ball experiment 
¡  Give thrust to 2 balls; one ball given spin of 300 

rpm 
¡  Rotating ball goes higher, falls faster 
¡  Possible answer:  Rotating ball is lighter (lost 

mass ) so goes higher and goes into time-space, 
so falls faster 



� Space is 3 dimensional (xyz axis) in our space-
time world 

� Time is 3 dimensional in the time-space model 
of the world 

� In space-time 
¡  Matter behaves as a particle 
¡  Move in 3 dimensional space 

� In time-space  
¡  Matter behaves as a wave 
¡  Move in 3 dimensional time (past, present , 

future) 

 



� Dr. Dewey Larson – model of universe where time 
is 3-dimensional 
¡  “Time Region”: “time-space” that interacts with our 

3-dimensional space-time 
¡  Entire universe formed  by motion  
¡  Entire universe - swirling vortexes within the aether 

¢  All forces (gravity, electromagnetic energy) – are 
different ways of talking about the same thing. 

¢  Atoms are without parts – it is a unit of compound motion  
�  No electrical force- only gravitation and space-time 

progression - operating inside of the Time Region 
�  Gravitation and space-time progression are the same 

thing- which means “All is Motion” 



¡  A parallel reciprocal reality – made of same atoms and 
molecules:  
¢  Parallel reality is “time –space” – at a higher dimension 

�  Has our energetic duplicate 
�  Where we go:   In dreams, OBE, afterlife 

¢  Energy flow between the 2 realities 
�  Energy that makes space in our reality powers time in 

the parallel reality 
�  Flowing energy exchange constantly happening in 

every atom/molecule  
�  Both realities exist simultaneously 
�  In parallel time-space -moving in time;  
�  In space-time – moving in space 



�  Tornadoes – vortexes that enables space-time/time-space 
anomalies (loss of mass, levitation, reduced gravity) 
¡  Dr. Alexei Dmitriev paper:  clover leaf pushed into a stucco 

wall; old charred wood board going through a wall of a house 
¡  National Weather Service:  living room window embedded with 

sand; straw embedded into brick wall; cow embedded into a 
tree, etc. 

�  Victor Schauberger: water vortex 
¡  Trout “jumping” up a high waterfall –trout would “dance in a 

wild spinning movement and then “float motionlessly upward” 
�  Physicist Dr. Orvin Wagner 

¡  How giant trees pull sap all the way up their trunks: “trees are 
using a gravity shielding effect to create sap flow” 

¡  Cut small holes in the xylem tissues and used accelerometers 
to confirm gravity was 22% less inside the holes 

¡  Geometric arrangements of branches (multiples of 5 degree) 
affects gravity waves? 



� If gravity is a downward force, there must be 
an upward force, levity.   
¡  Levity is slightly less than gravity as it streams 

back out, but having lost some of its momentum. 
¡  Atoms in space-time are subjected to gravity; as 

atoms move into time-space, they are subjected 
to levity 

¡  In space-time, an object can levitate if it is half in 
space-time and half in time-space; if the atom 
were entirely in time-space, it would 
dematerialize 

¡  Roger Penrose, Scientific American, 1997 
¢  Said gravity triggers the transition between a particle 

and a wave 



� Dr. Nassim Haramein 
¡  Atoms are gravity powered 

¢  Energy fields around atom resemble a “mini black 
hole” where protons are attracted to each other 
by gravitation 

¡  Space-time is fluid-like 
¢ Gravity may be like a river of energy, flowing into 

the earth - a push - rather than a “pull” (Source 
Field – Wilcock) 

�  Pyramid power 
¢  Flow of energy moving through a pyramid shape 

acts like a funnel and causes a vortex to form 
(torsion) 
�  Analogous to shapes affecting a water current 
�  Pyramid like a machine with no moving parts 



� Dr. Jarl at Tibetan Monastary 
¡  Using acoustics to levitate stone blocks (1/1.5 

meters) up cliff 250 meter high 
¢  Stone placed 250 meters from cliff base 
¢ Quarter circle arc with 13 drums and 6 trumpets 

placed on arc aimed at the stone 
�  8 drums same size as the stone, 4 drums were 1/3 

volume of larger drums (.7x1 meter) and 1 drum 
at 0.2x0.3 meters 

�  Trumpets were 1 meter with 0.3 meter opening 
¢  200 monks lined up in rows behind the drums, 

singing and chanting a prayer 
¡  Result:  Stone made a 500 meter arc in 3 minutes to 

land at base of a cave 250 meters up 
¡  Explanation:  Use coherent acoustic resonance to 

shift enough atoms of stone into time-space to cause 
levitation 





� Tesla spoke about and demonstrated a “flying 
machine” heavier than air and no wings and 
propellers – based on gyroscopic action of the 
engine (Utron) 

� Otis Carr (inventor of the Otis elevator 
system), worked with Tesla and developed a 
saucer shaped craft in 1947. His technician 
was Ralph Ring. 

� Ring, in 2006, at age 76, produced technical 
papers from Carr’s OTC Enterprise Co. that 
described the craft 



� “you have to work with nature, not against her” 
� Key was “resonance” 
� “When model disks powered up, metal turned to 

Jell-O – you could push your fingers right into it” 
� “fly is not the right word.  When piloting the 

craft for about 10 miles, it was as if the craft 
had not moved.  It seemed to take 10 minutes, 
but we were told the trip lasted only 3 or 4 
minutes” 

� The Utron was the key – it accumulated energy 
because of its shape and focused it, and also 
responded to our conscious intentions.  We 
operated the machine without any controls- we 
went into a meditative state and focused our 
intentions on what we wanted to achieve” 







� Tesla – 2 spiral coils with alternating current flowing 
in opposite directions  
¡  Create electromagnetic field that is self-cancelling 
¡  Can transmit new energy over long distance with no loss 

in energy:  Scalar wave or Torsion Wave 
� Einstein – Cartan coined “torsion” in 1913 
� Kozyrev – studied nature of torsion waves 

¡  All Matter absorb and radiate torsion waves/fields 
¡  Waves are super-luminal (move billion times faster than 

light) 
¡  Torsion wave traces a perfect Phi spiral 

� Torsion waves/fields – can be static or dynamic 
¡  Daniel Winter –  all matter are static torsion fields in a 

doughnut (torus) form and a vortex of electromagnetic 
energy 
¢  Implosion of energy into smaller  and smaller 

wavelengths in center of spinning vortex stores inertia 
(gravity) 



�  Tom Bearden – fundamental wave in the electromagnetic 
wave is a scalar wave. 
¡  Scalar wave is the wave that remains when two opposing 

electromagnetic waves cancel out the electric and 
magnetic components (like Tesla) 
¢  Being non-Hertzian, the waves cannot be detected by 

normal dipole antenna 
¢  Paul La Violette – a monopole antenna (charged sphere) 

will create longitudinal scalar waves when periodically 
charged and discharged 

¡  Scalar wave = Torsion Wave 
�  Torsion fields – can be static or dynamic 

¡  Static – can stay in 1 place for long time (forever);  
dynamic – propagate at super-luminal speeds (10^9 C) 

¡  Physical objects absorb and radiate torsion waves 
(including stars, planets, etc.) 
¢  Heating, shaking, deforming, cooling, vibrating – 

generates measurable torsion waves 



� Kozyrev – rotating gyroscopes lose small but 
measurable weight 

¢ Not possible in traditional physics; rotating 
gyroscope sheds torsion waves that sustains 
the gyroscope back into the aether for 
momentary loss of aether energy 

� Harold Apsden (Cambridge) – added magnet to 
gyroscope 
¡  1000 Joules to bring gyroscope to full speed 
¡  Stop gyroscope and restart gyroscope within 60 

seconds – now require 10x less energy to bring 
gyroscope to full speed 
¢ Rationale:  Magnet added extra spin (torsion) 

to the aether that sustains gyroscope  



�  Kozyrev – spinning stars generate torsion 
¡  Can detect true location of star vs location in past due to 

speed of light and future location 
¢  Concluded:  Torsion must travel at super-luminal speeds  

�  Atoms (matter) are torsion wave generators:  Counter 
rotating Phi-spiraling electromagnetic waves, in implosion 
physics of Daniel Winter, spiral into nucleus of the atom – 
cancelling out electromagnetic components, leaving the 
torsion wave.   
¡  Spiraling into the still zero point of the electromagnetic 

vortex creates: 
¢  Accumulates “infinite” energy due to implosion of the 

waves into smaller and smaller wavelengths 
¢  Spin field of electromagnetic energy stores inertia 

(resistance to movement) – the same effect as a 
spinning gyroscope resisting movement 
�  Explains what gravity really is 
�  Gives matter its apparent solidness 



¡ Matter = vortex spin fields of electromagnetic 
energy in self-organizing patterns of Platonic 
solids we call atoms: 
¢ Matter is a dense form of accumulated and 

sustained focal points of energy 
¢ Matter internally has properties of inertia 

(from spin) that gives it mass 
¡  Kozyrev – Torsion waves generated by human 

thought and emotions 
¢ Torsion waves may be the physics of telepathy, 

and PK 



¡  Dankachov (1984) – Static torsion fields can be 
memorized in water 

¡  Jacques Benveniste- water can memorize 
constitution of chemical compounds dissolved in 
it – due to imprint of torsion waves, even after 
many fold dilution of the water (homeopathy?) 

¡  David Schweiter – able to photograph memory 
effect of water 

¡ Masaru Emoto – effect on ice crystals – can be 
explained by torsion waves created by thoughts 
and emotions  

¡  Sound Energy Research – generated scalar waves 
and exposed water.  Per Emoto, this created 
hexagonal structured ice crystal 

¡  BG3 Energy resulted in structured water 



�  Torsion waves – Basis of Akashic Field 
¡  Traverse universe, superluminal, eternal, does not loose 

energy, interferes with other torsion waves to form a 
tapestry of the history of the universe 
¢  Generated by many phenomenon – including thought and 

consciousness 
¢  Information field – encodes everything/every thought in 

the universe 
¢  Information field - Allows for coherent whole of the 

universe, connecting everything; explains quantum 
entanglement 

¡  Information field – Akashic Field; A-Field – term by Ervin 
Laszlo 
¢  Akashic records – holographic records of individuals 

�  Perhaps basis of collective consciousness  
�  Psychically gifted individuals able to read Akashic 

records 



� Kozyrev – Thoughts and feelings generate 
torsion waves 

� Consciousness is related to aether vibrations 
� Torsion waves are super-luminal 

¡  May be basis of telepathy, remote viewing, PK 


